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Hallucinations

Their outputs often include factual errors.



When we should and should not rely on:

LMs’ parametric 
knowledge

(knowledge in LMs 
parameters)

Scaling

(using a larger LM
eg GPT 3, GPT 3.5)

Non-parametric 
memories

(eg retrieval-augmented LMs
 to access relevant documents 
from an external memory and 
predict based on it)
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(RQ2) To what extent can non-parametric memories alleviate the shortcomings of parametric 
memories of LMs?

(RQ3) Can we build a system to adaptively combine non-parametric and parametric memories?



Task: Open Domain QA 

(model predict the answer without any
 pre-given ground truth  paragraph)

Metrics: Accuracy

(Prediction is correct if any substring of the 
prediction is an exact match of any of the 
gold answers.)

Existing Dataset’s Limitations

● Natural Questions (NQ)
● EntityQuestions
● PopQA (proposed)



PopQA

Converting triples 
to questions using
a template 
“Q: <question> A:”

Sampling factual
Knowledge from
wikipedia



● They randomly sample 16 diverse relationship types from wikipedia 

PopQA
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Pop = monthly Wikipedia page views
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RQ1: Memorization depends on Popularity

Experimental Setup:

● Models used: OPT (1.3, 2.7, 6.7, and 13 billion), GPT-Neo (1.3, 2.7, 6, and 20 
billion), GPT-3 (davinci-002, davinci-003).

● Template used: Q: <Question> A:
● Prompts used: zero-shot prompting for GPT-3, 15-shot prompting for all 

GPT-neo and OPT models.
● GPT3 → 35% accuracy, GPT-Neo 20B → 25% accuracy.
● Large LMs memorize factual knowledge in their parameters to some extent.

○ which types of knowledge are better memorized?
○ what factors influence memorization?



Subject entity popularity predicts memorization



Correlations on PopQA for all relationship types and models.



Scaling may not help with tail knowledge



RQ2: Non-parametric memory complements parametric memory

● SOTA LMs exhibit low accuracy with --
○ Less popular subjects.
○ Certain relation types, e.g.-occupation, author, director etc.
○ Increasing model size does not help.

● Hypothesis:: non-parametric memories with the help of retrieval-augmented models can 
improve performance.

● Augmenting input- Additional context retrieved from Wikipedia (off-line) relevant to a 
question and then concatenated with the original question. 

● Retrieval models- BM25, Contriever, GenRead.



PopQA accuracy of LMs augmented with BM25, Contriever, GenRead, and unassisted (vanilla). 
Retrieving non-parametric memories significantly improves the performance of smaller 
models.



GPT-3 davinci-003 accuracy 
versus relative popularity (how 
popular a question is relative to 
other questions of its 
relationship type). 

Retrieval-augmented LMs 
(dashed) outperform LMs’ 
parametric memory (solid) 
for less popular entities, 
while parametric memory is 
competitive for more popular 
entities.



Non-parametric memories can mislead LMs.

The recall@1 of Contriever for questions that GPT-3 davinci-003 answered 
correctly and incorrectly with and without retrieval on POPQA. For 10% of 
questions, retrieval is harmful due to low-quality retrieved text (0.14 
recall@1).







Retrieval is --

● Helpful in long-tail 
distributions.

● Often harmful for 
popular knowledge.



RQ3: Adaptive Retrieval

POPQA performance of GPT-neo models and GPT3 davinci-003, with different retrieval 
methods. Adaptive Retrieval robustly outperforms approaches that always retrieve, 
especially for larger LMs. Use retrieval for questions whose popularity is lower than a 
threshold.



Adaptive Retrieval reduces inference-time and costs
PopQA:



EntityQuestions:



Key Points

1. Memorization has a strong correlation with entity popularity and that scaling 
up models on long-tail distributions may only provide marginal improvements.

2. Non-parametric memories can greatly aid LMs on these long-tail distributions, 
but can also mislead LMs on questions about well-known entities, as powerful 
LMs have already memorized them in their parameters. 

3. Adaptive Retrieval, which only retrieves when necessary, using a heuristic 
based on entity popularity and relationship types.
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